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Fish replies:

1. Although we discussed previous PET and

SPECT studies in epilepsy in our intro-

duction, our study did not compare these

techniques with XeCT. While we stated

that SPECT cannot measure CBF quan-
titatively, at no time did we imply that

SPECT was not a useful technique for

imaging patients with focal epilepsy.

2. It is difficult to compare studies using
different methods of functional imaging
unless they use a similar patient popu-
lation. The patients we studied were a

highly selected group with intractable
focal epilepsy who had unequivocal uni-

lateral EEG abnormalities on repeat
studies, usually including a sphenoidal,
ictal recording. The PET study by
Bernardi et al. quoted by Duncan and

Patterson involved a population of 10

patients, four of whom had evidence of

bilateral EEG abnormalities, and eight of
whom also had generalised seizures.

Engel et al. studied 50 patients with focal
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epilepsy using PET and found a side to Unfortunately it is not widely available.
side difference in glucose metabolism of We were surprised that Duncan and Pat-
8-56% (mean 24%).1 Franks et al. terson should state that SPECT is surely
reported CBF PET studies using 150 on the method ofchoice for functional imag-
25 patients with focal epilepsy.2 The CBF ing of patients with temporal lobe epi-
on the side of the focus was reduced by a lepsy without giving any supporting data
mean of 22 5% in the 21 cases with nor- or references. We are not aware of a pub-
mal CT (and by 68 5% in four cases with lished comparison between xenon CT and
abnormal CT). The results of these larger SPECT in patients with focal epilepsy.
PET studies on patients with focal epi- Helman et al. have studied nine patients
lepsy correspond well with our mean side with cerebral vascular disease using both
to side rCBF difference of 25%. techniques and found both approaches

useful.3 They reported that the main
3. Out choice of controls is appropriate advantages of xenon CT were its greater

because xenon CT is to be used to look resolution and potential for non-invasive
for a focal abnormality in patients known quantitation of rCBF, while the major
to have intractable epilepsy, and not to advantage of SPECT was visualisation of
differentiate patients with focal epilepsy the entire brain on transverse coronal and
from normal subjects. The mean 14% saggital section. Xenon CT is a far
side to side CBF differences found for our cheaper technique if a CT scanner is
controls probably reflects background available.
noise rather than a true CBF variation.
We agree with Duncan and Patterson References
that the scatter in our control data means
that only xenon CT scans with greater 1 Engel J, Kuhl DE, Phelps ME, Mazziotta JC.
than 30% side to side differences provide Interictal cerebral metabolism in partial epi-
useful information. 50% of our patients lepsy and its relation to EEG changes. Ann

with focal seizures had positive xenon CT Neurol. 1982;12:510-7.
2 Frank G, Sadzot B, Salman E. Regional cere-

scans using this criterion. In all these bral blood flow and metabolic rates in
patients xenon CT correctly localised the human focal epilepsy and status epilepticus.
epileptogenic side. The use of normal Adv Neurol. 1986;44:935-48.
subjects as controls in studies involving 3 Helman RS, Collier BD. Tikofsky RS, et al.
x-rays raises important ethical questions Comparison of single photon emission
and, after discussion with the Chairman computed tomography with (1231)
of our Ethics Committee, this was felt to iodamphetamine and xenon enhanced com-

be inappropriate. puted tomography for assessing regional
cerebral blood flow. J Cereb Blood Flow

4. Paragraph 5 of Duncan and Patterson's Metab. 1986;6:747-55.
letter is difficult to interpret because the
reference which they quote by Theodore
et al. does not include any quantitative
data in patients with primary generalised
epilepsy. Six out of our 12 patients with views
focal seizures had clear side to side Book re
differences in CBF and in all six cases the
side of the epileptic focus had lower CBF Microneurosurgery Vol IUB: AVM of the
than the contralateral (presumed normal) Brain, Clinical Consideraions, General and
side. We would agree that CBF asym- Specid Operative Techniques, Surgical
metry is more important than absolute Results, Nonoperated Cases, Cavernous &
flow values. Venows ANgiomas, Neuroansthesic By M

5. We agree that the medial temporal strip Gazi Yasargil with M Curcic, M Kis, P J
5. W

eaepepthatnthm eda Teddy, Anton Valavanis. (Pp 479; DM
on the epileptogenic side Of patient ' 360.00.) Stuttgart: Georg Thieme, 1988.
yielded a very low CBF value. In general
we found that medial strip CBF values Like the other volumes in this beautifully
showed great variability, probably presented series this is primarily a treatise on
reflecting tissue heterogeneity. As dis- technical neurosurgery. The book reviews
cussed in the paper we suggest in practice the management of 500 cases of arte-
attention is focused on lateral strip CBF rovenous malformations handled by
data. Yasargil over a 19 year period, of which 414

6. It is apparent from the quality of our were operated upon.
images that PET is a superior technique Professor Yasargil has categorised AVMs
in terms of signal to noise ratio. into two groups; convexity and deep central.
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